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Top Ten
Green IT
Projects
IT budgets remain at after several years of reductions. But this doesn’t mean we have to put loftier goals,
like energy conversationand sustainability on the back burner. To the contrary, being e
nt and green go
hand in hand. Many of the same tactics and solutions that make for a greener company also make for a
nt and pro able one. The following are Compu-Call’s Top Ten Green IT Projects.
more e

1. CONSOLIDATE SERVERS USING VIRTUALIZATION SOFTW ARE
There's a good reason that server virtualiza n has become
the norm over the last several years. Forrester reports that
40% of the energy consumed by IT data centers goes to
servers, and that 30% of this energy is wasted on servers
. Using virtualiza n
that are signiﬁcantly underu
re, you can enable a single server to act as mu ple
so
servers, dynamically. This allows you to run mu ple
applica ns on a single server instead of on several,
enabling greater processor and storage u a on, with
reduced power consump on overall.

Green IT Success
Bryant University, based in Rhode Island, was
named one of the “Top 25 Most Connected
Campuses” by The Princeton Review. In order to
address budget pressures and student demand
for green ini a
in a manner consistent with
its technology leadership posi on, the university
achieved signiﬁcant energy and cost eﬃciencies
in its data center through a standardized
architecture, virtualiza on, and consolida on of
hardware. Applying virtualiza on on IBM®
BladeCenter® servers, in conjunc on with IBM
Scalable Modular Data Center and APC
InfraStruXure architecture, Bryant was able to
scale back from 75 servers to only 40, reducing IT
ﬂoor space by 50%. Opera ng expenses were
reduced by 30% and capital expenditures by 21%.
With IBM Tivoli® Monitoring for Energy
Management, the university gained visibility of IT
power consump on, enabling it to target and
address ineﬃciencies. Overall, the university was
able to realize a 15% reduc on in energy
consump on

For years, many companies ran one applica n per server.
in
The result was that most servers were underu
terms of processing power and storage. Server virtualiza on
lowers your energy costs, but there are other savings as
well. Running fewer servers means less space is needed in
data centers. Some companies have saved enough space to
close whole data centers. Depending on your company size,
this can amount to millions of dollars in savings.
With less hardware, the support burden for monitoring and
maintenance is also reduced. Think about things like
so
re patches, updates and upgrades. You’ll have fewer
servers to maintain, requiring fewer technicians.
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2. REDUCE EXPENSES BY “RIGHT-SIZING” YOUR PRINTER ENVIRONMENT
A typical company owns and operates many more printers than it really needs,
particularly if employees are running scores of single-user desktop printers.
While the printers themselves may be budgeted items, the attendant supplies
(i.e. toner and paper) are typical purchased ad hoc, incurring higher than
necessary supply costs.
These printers are typically underutilized and carry a high cost per page,
especially in the case of ink-jet printers. In these scenarios, there is usually no
centralized oversight of power usage or paper and toner consumption. By
contrast, departmental printers are faster, more reliable, consume less energy,
and operate at much higher utilization levels.
They carry a much lower cost per page, a reduced electricity expense and
reduced service costs. With a relatively small number of departmental printers,
visibility of supplies usage improves dramatically, and supplies budgeting and
reorder scheduling becomes much more eﬃcient.

Green IT Success
IBM launched a printer
consolidation initiative in their
Boulder, CO site. They consolidated
484 printers, copiers and fax
machines to 274 multifunction
devices, printers, copiers and fax
machines. The cost savings was
30%. Another beneﬁt of the
project was an increase of 20% in
employee satisfaction relating to
printer services.

3. DESKTOP VIRTUALIZ ATION WITH “THIN CLI ENTS”

Green IT Success
With the goal of streamlining operations
while improving employee productivity,
Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc., a multiregional carrier based in North Carolina,
had been looking to simplify the roll-out
of new software applications at their
regional warehouses and logistics
centers. Noting that thin clients oﬀered,
among other things, a lower total cost of
ownership than PCs, the company
implemented roughly 2200 CLI thin
clients around the company. In the new
environment, dispatchers, dock workers,
and administrative staﬀ continue to
have access to the same services and
applications as before, now hosted and
managed centrally in North Carolina on
Citrix servers. Help desk demands were
reduced, signiﬁcant IT administrative
cost savings were realized, new
application deployments became much
simpler, and a legion of power-hungry
PCs was retired.

Most oﬃces still feature the traditional desktop PC connected to a
network. That means that every desk has a big CPU sucking energy,
generating heat, and requiring a cooling fan. By contrast, a “thin client”
is the computer minus the energy-hogging guts. As ever, you have your
mouse, your keyboard, and your screen (hopefully ﬂat-panel and not
CRT), but the processing and storage happen in a central server room. It
looks and feels like it did before, but now your applications, processes
and storage are all managed in an energy-eﬃcient shared space.
While it's true that processor chips have become much more energy
eﬃcient over the years (and advertise this point), it's fairly obvious that
running fewer of them translates into energy savings across a whole
company. And that's just the in-use (operational) part. A signiﬁcant
portion of a PC's environmental impact has already happened before
you even take it out of the box. Thin clients carry smaller impacts across
their whole life cycle (manufacture, operation, and end-of-life).
With applications and storage running in a shared space, you also gain
much more control over machine up-time. Think of all those desktop
PCs turned on all day long. Even with power-save modes, they spend a
lot of time not doing actual work – and pulling electricity all the while.
And since a thin client doesn't have its own processor and doesn't run
its own software, it doesn't become obsolete nearly as fast as a
traditional desktop. All your upgrades can happen centrally in a
coordinated way. Cost savings, energy savings, and a computing
environment that is much easier to manage.
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4. INVEST IN POWER-SAVING AUTOMATION TE CHNOLOGIES.
It's well known that data centers draw a lot of power to run servers, and draw still more to keep them cool. In fact, cooling
is estimated to account for 35% of data center energy consumption. That's signiﬁcant. So much so that IT departments
would be truly careless not to apply the most modern and eﬃcient power monitoring and cooling solutions.
While virtualization and consolidation have helped reduce hardware sprawl,
there remains the challenge of tracking and then minimizing the operating
costs of the remaining hardware. Fortunately, it is now possible to eﬃciently
automate monitoring of power consumption and temperature conditions in
a much more dynamic and ﬁne-tuned manner than ever before.
Increased data-center density has led to more heterogeneous temperature
conditions within data centers. It is no longer viable to set a single
temperature for the entire facility, as the hot spots and steep gradients of a
modern data center suggest a more granular climate control. It is now
normal to monitor and control temperatures at numerous locations, at the
rack level, throughout a facility.
By integrating precision monitoring with localized, precision cooling units,
you can reduce overall cooling costs as much as 21%. Add to that modern
tools for the automated monitoring of server power consumption and
operating trends, and you are now in a position to compare hardware's
power consumption to its share of your enterprise services load.

Green IT Success
Bay Area Internet Solutions, a colocation facility located in Santa
Clara, California, was able to achieve
a projected 4 million kWh per year by
implementing precision cooling units
and variable speed EC fans, while
achieving 99.999% availability. They
also qualiﬁed for a rebate from their
local energy provider, which helped
to defray some of the upfront
equipment costs. A kWh of energy in
California costs about $0.12 in 2009,
so the savings could amount to
$480,000 per year or more.

5. DATA CENTER CONSOLID ATION, SERVER VIRTUA LIZATION, AND POWER MANAGEMENT

Green IT Success
The IT department of the New
Orleans Saints football team faced
the challenge of providing reliable
services to team staﬀ from a highly
portable platform with limited space,
while reducing power and cooling
costs. To that end, the team
implemented a virtualized
environment with VMware running
on IBM BladeCenter S, which oﬀered
built-in Cisco switching and onboard
storage. This enabled them to
consolidate 20 servers into one box,
reducing power consumption and
costs. It also aﬀorded greater
availability, as virtual machines can
now be easily migrated from one
blade to another with minimal
downtime.

Data centers are well known energy-use oﬀenders. You have processors and
storage devices drawing lots of power on the one hand, and then you've got
to keep it all air-conditioned all the time, at signiﬁcant expense and energy
use. Chances are, you have more servers than you really need, and each one
could be running below half capacity most of the time. Why not halve the
number of servers and double the eﬃciency of the remaining ones?
Server virtualization and shared network storage allow you to get a lot more
out of less hardware. Through virtualization, a single server machine can host
numerous virtual machines, based on your application and processing needs.
In parallel, virtualized storage lets you pool the available space from multiple
hard drives. This reduces the need for additional storage purchases, as
unused storage on single-purpose servers can really add up.
Once you've reduced your total number of servers, you can save additional
energy and money by implementing better power management software for
the remainder. Fewer, more eﬃcient towers means fewer costly data
centers, less energy draw, less heat, a lower air conditioning load and
signiﬁcant money saved.
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6. STREAMLINE PRINTING PROCESSES USING OUTPUT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
One of the most signiﬁcant areas of print-related waste is a consequence
of the profusion of disparate business systems that employee diﬀerent
formats and data streams, and whose output must often be manually
synthesized to assemble ﬁnal documents. This includes a wide range of
materials, including invoices, manifests, labels, reports, polices, checks,
lot travelers, and packing slips, just to name a few.
All too often, many of these items require the use of dedicated systems
that are not well integrated with each other. This makes it very diﬃcult to
assemble dynamic, automated content, and introduces numerous manual
process stages, each of which brings the potential for error introduction.
It also generates a lot of wasted paper. Pre-printed forms are one
notorious class of oﬀender, as every revision means throwing away all the
old copies you didn't use, and there is no way to customize or automate
form content.
A much more eﬃcient model for document output allows data from any
source to be moved and integrated dynamically, and then output to any
number of output devices or media through a central point of
management, regardless of format or data stream standard. Documents
become more dynamic, useful and targeted, errors get automated away,
and you eliminate the need for wasteful intermediate-stage printing.

Green IT Success
Capsonic, an American manufacturer of
automotive component assemblies,
wished to eliminate a number of
ineﬃcient, manual process stages from
its production and shipping operations.
This included generation of box labels,
shipping documents, bills of lading
(BOLs), and advance shipping notices
(ASNs). In each of these cases, existing
processes involved manual transfer of
data from one system into another
(e.g., reading a pallet weight from one
system, and then typing it into another),
threatening shipping accuracy and
requiring excessive paper use.
By coordinating the data from various
systems, numerous manual processes
were automated, increasing fulﬁllment
speed, shipping accuracy, and
eliminating signiﬁcant wasted paper.

7. REDUCE PRINTING COST S AND YOUR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT BY U SING LINE MATRIX PRI NTERS
WHERE POSSIBLE
Many companies in the past few decades, impressed with the relatively low up-front cost of laser printers, invested heavily
in them for a wide variety of applications, before recognizing, belatedly, the hidden costs of toner, paper, and maintenance
– the true cost of ownership.
While laser printers, with their high-resolution print and image quality, and their single sheet (“cut sheet”) paper trays
make sense in an oﬃce context, they are very often not well suited to other production-oriented contexts, such as
manufacturing and shipping. In fact, depending on volume and page coverage, laser printers' per-page cost can be between
two and four times greater than line matrix printers.
Labels, reports, manifests, packing slips, and other such documents do not typically beneﬁt from the ultra-sharp print
quality of laser-printing, and in any case, modern software has greatly enhanced the capacity of line matrix printers to
handle a wide range of text, graphics, and barcodes.

Green IT Success
A major US bank had upgraded all of its check transaction log printing (required for audits) to the IPDS data stream
standard, but needed to replace its band printers to accommodate the format change. The company initially
purchased laser printers, based on attractive up-front costs, but soon realized that the signiﬁcant hidden cost of
supplies made that an untenable solution.
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Green IT Success (Cont.)
Upon evaluating the bank's needs, a print output consultant identiﬁed other aspects of the laser printer model
which did not ﬁt the application: The printed check logs were multi-page documents that had to be archived.
Since laser printers output single cut-sheet pages, that implied and extra stapling step. In addition, the laser
printer trays were not of suﬃcient capacity for jobs to run unattended for very long.
By contrast, the line matrix printer solution proposed by the consultant can output to continuous form paper,
straight from the box, in batches of up to 3,000 sheets. The IBM line printers selected are capable of handling a
broad range of data streams, and the three-year supply cost per printer dropped from $20,000 to $2,000,
oﬀsetting the capital expense of the printers themselves.

8. REDUCE COST & ENVIRO NMENTAL IMPACT OF DA Y-TO-DAY OFFICE PRIN TING BY IMPLEMENTING
STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS THAT INCREASE AWAREN ESS
In an environment where diﬀerent departments operate their own
printers independently, how can you have any idea what your real
printing costs are? And how can you get people to use the printers
less if they don't know what it costs in terms of money and
environmental impact?
It is now possible not only to manage all your printing centrally, but
to do so on a granular level as well. By implementing tools available
today, you can track printer usage by department and by employee.
This means you'll have the data to manage usage based on
budgetary and environmental considerations, and you can make
everyone in your organization more informed about the cost of their
printing choices. Most people, once they are cognizant of the impact
of printing, ﬁnd it fairly easy to make major reductions in their
printing, either by the use of other media (email, etc.) or by shifting
to double-sided printing. Implementation of this solution can bring
down oﬃce printing by as much as 25%.

Green IT Success
A US Fortune-500 company conducted an
evaluation deployment of Preo Software's
Printelligence™ product (see
http://www.preosoftware.com/printelligenc
e.aspx) on 240 desktops and 6 print servers
at their head oﬃce. The initial stage of
implementation pegged initial paper usage
at 80 pages per employee per day. After
providing real-time print behavior data and
a 'Inform on Cost' pop-up message to users,
the Printelligence™ solution achieved a 19%
print volume reduction in the ﬁrst 30 days,
followed by a 26% reduction in 60 days.
Impressed with the results, the company
scheduled a phased, full deployment to the
rest of the enterprise.

9. DON'T SPEND THOUSAND S ON DIRECT MAIL OR OTHER LOW -RETURN MARKETING VEH ICLES.
Instead, focus your eﬀorts on regular, transactional, cross-promotional, customer-facing documents as marketing utilities.
It costs more to gain a new customer than to keep an existing one. So if you're going to send something to a customer or
potential customer, then it had better be directly relevant to them and include details speciﬁc to their needs and their
history with you. The big companies understand this, but small and mid-sized companies are often unaware of aﬀordable
solutions that put this approach within reach.
It is possible now, with the proper tools, to create attractive, personalized marketing documents that take advantage of
data you already have, but make better use of it. Unfortunately, many companies still lack the output management systems
to coordinate customer data, customer histories, and targeted messaging. This results in wasted eﬀort, wasted paper, and
wasted expense.
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By routing your data through a dynamic, coordinated, centralized output management system instead, you generate more
eﬀective materials, gain signiﬁcant savings in printing and mailing costs, and you reduce your environmental impact by
using fewer trees and fewer trucks. You also get to see the fruits of a more exciting, dynamic, and targeted campaign: more
business, better customer retention, and a much better return on your investment.

Green IT Success
Best Western International, the world’s largest hotel chain, launched a campaign aimed at increasing revenue
through incremental bookings by including targeted advertisements inside their branded credit card statements.
This is called “TransPromo”, which refers to including a target promotion in a transactional document, such as a
monthly statement. The statement is being sent to the customer anyway, so the incremental cost to include the
extra printed message can be quite low. Best Western realized an astounding ROI of 278% and an increase in
stays and revenue of at least 30%. And signiﬁcant paper, printing and postage costs were saved by combining the
targeted promotional message inside of the statement, which gets sent monthly anyway.

10. TELECOMMUTING: ENABL E EMPLOYEES TO WORK FROM HOME AND HOLD MEETINGS VIRTUALLY
One of the most signiﬁcant environmental impacts a company can have relates to how its employees move around. Most
people drive alone in a car to the oﬃce every work day, even if it's only a few miles away. Air travel to meetings has a very
large carbon footprint and is also costly. Multiply these eﬀects across your whole company and you can see the magnitude
of the impact.
Today, an increasing number of companies are making work-from-home options available to their employees, and people
are taking advantage of the ﬂexibility this oﬀers them. To do this eﬀectively requires certain tools: external network ac cess
(typically VPN), and various remote access application interfaces.
Putting these in place can have a signiﬁcant positive productivity
Green IT Success
eﬀect, as employees spend less time in rush-hour traﬃc, less time
recovering from said traﬃc, and enjoy greater ﬂexibility in time
In 2006, Continental Airlines started oﬀering its
management.
sales and reservations employees the option to

work from home. In the ﬁrst year, participation
reached 1000 staﬀ members. Conference calls
were used for team meetings and evaluation,
but remote employees still had to drive to
oﬃces for training. By implementing WebEx's
web-based collaboration tools, the company
was able to maintain team cohesion while
signiﬁcantly reducing car use. The company
eliminated over 10 million miles of car travel,
saving 500,000 gallons of fuel and nine million
pounds of emissions per year, according to Roy
Conn, Air Compliance Manager for Continental.
As a result of its eﬀorts, the company also
received the EPA award for Best Workplace for
Commuters in several states.

Flying employees to remote meetings has become much less
common in recent years. Between the ﬂight itself, the rental car,
and the lodgings, physical business trips incur a big environmental
hit, with costs that are increasingly hard to justify. This is
especially true now that teleconferencing and videoconferencing
tools have developed to their current advanced state.
Videoconferencing technology now simulates an in-the-sameroom experience, with minimal environmental impact and
massively reduced cost.
As a third option, the webinar or net-meeting allows a presenter
to share his or her desktop (presentations, documents, images)
with remote viewers' on their own machines, while the whole
group teleconferences.
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SUMMARY
In each of the ten solutions above, you can see how rich the opportunities are for applying green IT technology to your
business. These solutions address issues speciﬁc to IT operations as well as issues in the company at large. The most
successful green initiatives are the ones that make the most business sense. By leveraging cutting -edge technologies and
expertise, you can reduce costs, operate more eﬃciently, and improve quality and image, all while increasing sustainability .
Meet the new standards, achieve the key certiﬁcations, meet your customers' own sustainable sourcing requirements, and
save a lot of money doing it.

ABOUT COMPU -CALL
Compu-Call was founded over 25 years ago to improve clients' business operations through the intelligent use of
technology. We have a local team with deep experience gained from listening to hundreds of clients and seeing their
businesses in action. Compu-Call is now the trusted partner to over 1,500 companies in the New England region. Contact us
for your next green IT project.
Compu-Call is an IBM Business Partner with over 25 years of experience working with IBM servers, including the Power
Systems, iSeries and System i.

Compu-Call, Inc.
252 John Dietsch Boulevard
North Attleboro, MA 02763
Tel: 508-699-0400
Fax: 508-699-0410
www.compucallinc.com
Email: susanq@compucallinc.com
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